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The information shared in this whitepaper is not all-encompassing or comprehensive and does not in any way claim to retain employees
with your organization. The primary purpose of this whitepaper is to provide potential clients of NetWellth LLC with pertinent information in
order for them to thoroughly analyse their employee engagement strategy. Certain statements, estimates and financial information
featured in this whitepaper are forward-looking statements. Actual results may vary.
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Introduction
It’s no secret that employers want an engaged workforce. A highly motivated, proactive and
dedicated workforce will naturally yield stronger results. What organization wouldn’t benefit from
a highly invested team?
And for many organizations, that’s where it ends. Employee engagement is a pie-in-the-sky
dream that never fully materializes. Why is that?
Employee engagement can seem hard to quantify. Unlike raw sales figures or product statistics,
there’s no single, neat mathematical equation that can point you to the safest answer.
Employee engagement is thrown off by one factor: the human factor.
But getting a grasp on employee engagement is not impossible, and for companies that make
the effort, it can be one of the most lucrative investments possible. Let’s dive into what
engagement is, how it can be measured and what to do if you find your business coming up
short.
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Chapter 1:
The components of employee
engagement
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Employee engagement: it’s a nice, alliterative term, but what does it really mean? We often
talk about employee engagement in terms of general employee interest in the company and
overall satisfaction with their jobs. However, there’s a touch more to it than that.
Employee engagement is a combination of many different feelings, attitudes and actions. It’s
larger than any one emotion. Employee engagement is made up of:

Empowerment
Employees are more than just a
cog in the machine. They have
been provided the tools and
training necessary to take an
active role in their careers.

Satisfaction
Employees share in the
satisfaction their efforts bring.

Motivation
Employees see the benefits of
doing their job well and
understand how their work
contributes to the bigger picture.

Happiness
Employees enjoy positive
relationships with coworkers and
supervisors and have an overall
positive outlook towards their
jobs.

Engagement is the outcome of all these factors and more. High
engagement levels come from a dedicated and aligned
workforce where each employee feels secure in their individual
career as well as their place on the team.
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Chapter 2:
The business benefits of an
engaged workforce
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There are many reasons to prioritize employee engagement. Engaged employees are healthier
and happier in their roles, and employers see more success from highly engaged teams.

Employee
engagement
and retention

If you want good employees to stay, you
need to give them incentive to do so. Data
from the American Institute of CPA shows
that 80 percent of employees will choose a
position with which they are highly
engaged via benefits and workplace
culture over one that offers a higher salary.
Contrast this with data from Lexington Law
that suggests as many as half of all
American workers have at one point in time
left a job just to escape a negative work
environment.

Affording employees the opportunity to invest in their futures is also
crucial. Just over half of employers offering a 401(k) also offer
contribution matching, and this number has been steadily increasing
over the years as employers come to understand the need for high
employee engagement.

By replacing financial sales reps with coaches
who don't cross-sell, NetWellth 401(k) clients
average over 80% employee participation.
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Employee
engagement
and productivity

According to data from a recent
Salesforce report, engaged employees
(those who feel valued by their
employer) are 4.6 times more likely to
commit to doing their best work.

Many businesses erroneously assume that highstakes, pressure-driven tactics lead to
better results. While it may be true that these environments can push higher productivity
rates temporarily, they put employees at risk of burnout, increase turnover and cost
companies more in the long run. In fact, these companies that operate in this cutthroat
manner spend, on average 50 percent more on healthcare costs alone.

Turnover and burnout
A disengaged workforce will naturally have a higher turnover
rate as employees leave to pursue other opportunities.
Measuring the cost of training a new employee is relatively
simple, but the total cost of turnover is actually much higher. A
reduction in turnover of just 20 percent could yield hundreds of
thousands of dollars in savings for even small or mid-tier
businesses.
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Chapter 3:
Measuring employee
engagement
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It isn’t always easy to get a firm grasp on employee engagement. An understanding of
engagement patterns requires multiple points of information. A highly engaged workforce will
produce better results. You will be able to identify your company’s strongest and weakest points
of engagement through a combination of information gathering methods.

Exit interviews

Surveys

Understanding why an employee chooses to
leave their job can show where your
engagement strategy may be falling short. For
the smaller business, an impersonal exit interview
may be more revealing. Employees might feel
too close to their supervisors and coworkers to be
completely honest in a face-to-face interview.

Surveys can help you gauge employee
engagement, but the traditional yearly
engagement survey model may not be your best
bet. Instead, check in with your employees more
frequently and ask straightforward questions
about employee satisfaction with benefits,
leadership and general work conditions. You can
also ask how employees feel about the
company’s goals and where they see themselves
working in the future. Remember that these
surveys should be quick-answer but with the
option to dive deeper if employees want.

Most importantly, use the answers you receive to drive change in the workplace.
Employees want to see results from their efforts.
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Focus groups

When you want more in-depth information than
a survey can provide, give your employees other
outlets for expressing their thoughts. Employee
focus groups can provide a lot of insight if run
correctly. Remember to focus your questions. For
example, asking one or two specific questions
like:

Do employees feel they have the
necessary tools to complete their jobs?
Do employees view their work as important
to the company?

A third-party moderator is essential to an effective focus group. Never let a direct
supervisor head the focus group.

The Harvard Business Review has found a

Track productivity
and retention

correlation between companies that
successfully invest in growth and those that
prioritize employee engagement. These
businesses are put directly at odds with
companies where cost cutting measures take
precedence over big picture growth.
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Chapter 4:
Keeping your employees
engaged with your vision
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An engaged workforce won’t magically appear overnight. It takes time and effort to cultivate a
culture of engagement and positivity. Growing employee engagement is both a science and an
art.
Consider what vision you have for your organization. A vision statement is a declaration of your
organization’s objectives for both now and the future. A strong vision statement projects your
company’s philosophy and a shared understanding of an organization’s vision is tantamount to
high levels of employee engagement.

But how do you get your employees
on board with your vision?
Visions should be visible
Employees can’t embrace their company’s vision if they don’t
know what it is. The visibility of your vision goes beyond a plaque
outside your front door. Many companies spend millions making
sure their customers are aware of their visions, but then forget to
engage their employees. In fact, more than half the workforce is
unaware of their company’s vision.

Highlight success
Boost recognition for employee success stories that support your
vision. The easiest way to do this is by sharing success stories on a
company website or newsletter. This has the added benefit of
showing employees that their work is valued.

Tie the vision to all goals great and small
Your organization’s vision should be an integrated part of your
business plan. If your employees are unsure of how a given project
ties into your overall vision, then that’s a sign it may be time to go
back to the drawing board.
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Chapter 5:
A happy workforce is a healthy
workforce: Choosing benefits that
drive engagement
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Benefits are a major part of overall employee engagement. Traditional health benefits are a key
component to employee wellness and satisfaction, but the modern employer needs to go
further.

Employees today,

even those who work for smaller
companies, expect a more wholistic approach to wellness. This can take many
forms, from an in-office gym to a restructured family leave plan.

The key is to be flexible. The workforce is more diverse
than ever, and a one-size-fits-all benefits package is no longer enough. As an
employer, you must be willing to craft and offer your employees options and
allow them to craft the wellness plan that areis best suited to their unique needs.

401(k) Pro Tip:
If you offer your employees a 401(k), make sure you have complete clarity on
how much is coming out in fees. Today's large insurance companies are
notorious for baking in unnecessary costs that erode decades of funded
retirement for the average career saver. Take product selection seriously.

NetWellth is your digital consultant who exposes and eliminates
hidden and unnecessary fees. Get your 401(k) program a
Certificate of Cost Optimization before you run your next payroll.

For every 1% in 401(k) fees, the average career
saver loses 10 years of funded retirement.
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Personalized
wellness

What’s good for the goose may not be good for the gander
when it comes to employee benefits. Your workforce is
comprised of individuals with different backgrounds and
needs. While you will never be able to 100 percent tailor your
benefits to each individual, try to inject some flexibility into
your benefits package.

For example, expanding family leave and family planning benefits to better address
the needs of couples who adopt, or updating policies to ensure same-sex couples
receive the same benefits.

A wholistic benefits program means going beyond simple
insurance. What daily issues might stand in the way of your
employees’ wellbeing? Provide additional benefits that care
for immediate needs. Consider:

Addressing
everyday
stressors

More generous break schedules
Covering “non-essential” health costs like massages, therapy
and gym memberships
Sponsoring company-wide health initiatives that reward
employees for making proactive health decisions like eating
healthy, exercising, or quitting smoking

Remember that choice is essential for employee engagement. Give your employees
the opportunity to choose which programs and benefits they most need.
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Keep
employee
costs low

It’s not just about what you’re offering,
price plays a factor, too. Employees won’t
see your benefits package as much of an
offering if they’re paying out the nose for it.
Transparency
and
education
are
important factors for driving employee
engagement in your health benefits and
401(k) programs.

Avoid commission-based health insurance and 401(k) agents. While
these deals can seem tempting at first glance, brokers and agents
who are unwilling or unable to become co-fiduciaries won’t offer any
investment advice, and their fees can take a huge chunk out of an
employee’s retirement earnings. As an organization, you are striving
for high rates of participation at low costs to your employees, and it’s
important that the providers you work with are onboard with that
mission from the start.
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Chapter 6:
Invest in your employees by
providing training opportunities
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You may think there’s no benefit in training
employees beyond their initial onboarding
period. Think again. Investing in your employees’
professional growth is one of the smartest investments you
can make.

Sure some employees may leave and take their
new skills elsewhere, but many of your
employees will stay and continue to help your
business grow and thrive. Whether you choose
to create in-house training materials or opt
instead for a paid service like Skillshare, there
are plenty of opportunities to keep your
employees learning.

In fact, opportunities to grow and practice new
skill sets can be vital towards keeping longtime
employees engaged. Years in the same position can
become tedious, but continuing education opportunities
give employees the chance to reinvigorate their careers.
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Chapter 7:
Job security and employee
engagement
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Unhealthy levels of stress lead to
disengagement, and few things are
more stressful than not knowing if
you’ll have a job next year.

When employees feel that they are replaceable, they are
less likely to engage. A recent Gallup Poll found that
engagement dropped nearly 40 percent among
employees who were uncertain of their long term
employment.

We understand that these are uncertain times, and that
nothing in life can be completely guaranteed. When an
employee’s position is insecure, engagement is still possible
when supervisors are supportive. In fact, the same Gallup
Poll found a 13 percent increase in the engagement levels
of job-insecure employees who had supportive supervisors.

Supervisor support can take many forms:
Being available to assist employees
Recognizing employee efforts
Communicating clearly and effectively
Responding promptly to employee concerns
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Chapter 8:
Leading for engagement
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Employee engagement is effective when it permeates all levels of a
business, and it needs to start from the top. Company leaders must
work to cultivate a culture of employee engagement, as one will not
simply blossom and thrive on its own. Effective leaders:

Transmit
passion

Follow
as well
as lead

Are
trustworthy

Enthusiasm is contagious. When leaders show
true passion for their jobs, this can encourage
and empower employees, improving their
performance and making them more likely
to step up in times of hardship.

In the Harvard Business Review, psychologists
Kim Peters and Alex Haslam present the case
that true leaders are those who learn first how
to follow. An analysis of their research
suggests that those who consider themselves
“natural born leaders” actually perform
worse in leadership roles than those who
started as a teammate and still identify as
part of the group despite occupying a
leadership role.

Good leaders inspire trust in their employees
by providing support, offering constructive
feedback and setting a good example.
When employees can trust their leaders to
recognize good work, they will be motivated
to perform well.
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Chapter 9:
Your engagement strategy must
be part of your business
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Many organizations

view employee
engagement as fundamentally separate from
their bottom line and often implement
strategies that are half-hazard and ineffective.
A successful engagement campaign is a long
term strategy that requires a lot of effort, and
many employers unfortunately don’t see the
benefits until it is too late.

Employee engagement must be
part of your company’s vision. It should
be baked into the fundamentals of the
business plan. By implementing an
engagement strategy like you would a
more general business strategy, with
expected and measured results,
employee engagement becomes not
just possible but profitable.
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Learn more about how Netwellth helps businesses boost engagement at
Netwellth.US or email us: info@netwellthbenefits.com
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